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1. But not too strong. No dissipation,
decoherence, controlled interactions. The
system evolves coherently with desired
Hamiltonian for long time. Very difficult
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Quantum Quench: Coherent Many-Body Dynamics

Q: What happens to the system in time? Where does it end up as a
result of unitary evolution? Does it equilibrate?

A:

Depends on the system (on H) and initial condition

a. Equilibration (thermalization) with some effective T

a. No thermalization – asymptotic state – nonequilibrium
“phase” with new properties

A quantum Newton’s cradle
T. Kinoshita, T. Wenger, D. Weiss Nature (2006)

“87Rb atoms … do not noticeably equilibrate even after thousands of collisions. Our
results are probably explainable by the well-known fact that a homogeneous 1D Bose
gas with point-like collisional interactions is integrable.”

Free expansion of interacting 1D Bose gas out of a trap
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Kinoshita et. al. Science (2004)
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At t = 0 the trap is removed and the gas
expands in 1D governed by:

Q: What happens to the system in time? Where does it end up as a
result of unitary evolution? Does it equilibrate?

A: Bosons fermionize, the system does NOT thermalize.

1D Bose gas with point interactions = Lieb-Liniger model = integrable

Q:

Atomic s-wave superfluid – ultracold fermions (40K, 6Li)
Detuning:
Gap:
Resonance width:

Greiner, Regal &Jin, JILA, 40K (2004)

Away from unitary point OR for narrow resonance the BCS-BEC condensate is described
by the 2-channel model

atoms
BCS of atoms – no molecules,
weakly paired Fermi sea

molecules
BEC of molecules – no atoms, everything
condensed into a single mode b
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Quantum quench: sudden change of detuning:

Q:

Q:
A: For moderate perturbation strength:
Yuzbashyan, Tsyplyatyev, Altshuler, PRL (2006)

For stronger perturbations
either vanishes or displays periodic anharmonic
oscillations at large times. In all cases the system does NOT thermalize.

Q:
Both HBCS and H2ch models are integrable, Richardson (1964), Gaudin (1983)
Integrals of motion for HBCS – Gaudin magnets/ central spin models
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Does it work?
(NOT for finite size or long range interactions)
Sometimes YES, sometimes NO – depends on how we choose the integrals of motion
 YES for simple models, e.g. 1D hard-core bosons, Rigol et. al. PRL (2007)
 NO for models with bound states, e.g. 1D XXZ spin chain or attractive Lieb-Liniger,
Goldstein & Andrei PRA (2014), Pozsgay et. al. PRL (2014)

 NO for global observables except for uncorrelated free fermions,
Gurarie, J. Stat. Mech. (2013)

 YES for 1D XXZ spin chain if new integrals are added, Ilievski et. al. PRL (2015)
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no natural notion of an integral of motion: for any H can find a full set of
Hk such that [H , Hk]=0.
Also, for any set of Hk can find H0 so that:
projectors:
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Need to know what quantum integrability is! Otherwise, GGE is
essentially unfalsifiable as recent studies demonstrate.
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Classical Integrability is well-defined
Definition: A classical Hamiltonian H(p , q ) with n degrees of freedom
(n coordinates) is integrable if it has the maximum possible number (n)
of functionally independent Poisson-commuting integrals
{Hi (p , q ) , Hj(p , q )}=0; i,j=0,1…n




Unambiguous separation of nontrivial from trivial integrals of
motion
Various properties that don’t have to be verified on a case by case
basis, but can be demonstrated generally
Do Classical Mechanics first before going Quantum?!

Generalized Gibbs Ensemble DeMystified in Classical Mechanics
Dynamics is on “invariant torus” – n-dim portion of 2n-dim phase-space cut
out by integrals of motion H1(p,q,)=const, H2(p,q,) =const, …, Hn(p,q,)=const
There are n typically incommensurate frequencies ω1, ω2, , ωn (non-resonant torus)
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Theorem about averages (Arnold, Math. Methods of CM):
For a non-resonant torus and any “reasonable” observable O(p,q,)
time average = phase-space average over the torus
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For a non-resonant torus and any “reasonable” observable O(p,q,)
time average = phase-space average over the torus

Going back to the original variables p & q and using the fact that this is a
canonical transform can prove Generalized Microcanonical Ensemble (GME)
E.Y., Ann. Phys. (2016)

Works for any system size (any n)
Exceptions: resonant tori
– values of integrals of motion at t=0
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Additive integrals,
thermodynamic limit

Generalized (canonical) Gibbs
See e.g. Ruelle, Stat. Mech.:
Rigorous Results (1999)

not always the case???

Going Quantum
Note: microcanonical ensemble doesn’t work
for finite n in non-integrable case
Works for any system size (any n)

Suppose you have a system where you can gradually go from quantum
to classical while maintaining integrability (e.g. Gaudin magnets). Does
GME work in the quantum case? Do GME and/or GGE improve as
?
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bi-modal spectrum with gaps
NO states sufficiently close to all αk
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Q: How to write down a quantum version of ρ (p, q)? Generalized
Microcanonical Ensemble for a quantum system with many integrals?
Need to broaden δ - functions.
“Windows”, i.e. equal weight GME?
Doesn’t work well for many integrals or discrete spectrum/finite size!
Or suppose integrals take discrete values, e.g. occupation #s or spin-1/2 projections

No good general construction
of quantum GME!
See also Cassidy, Clark, Rigol, PRL (2011)

Going Quantum
Note: microcanonical ensemble doesn’t work
for finite n in non-integrable case
Works for any system size (any n)

Q: How to write down a quantum version of ρ (p, q)? Generalized
Microcanonical Ensemble for a quantum system with many integrals?
Need to broaden δ - functions.
Functional broadening, e.g. Gaussian?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Well defined and straightforward to implement for any system/size
Guaranteed exact in classical limit,
(any system/size)
Captures leading quantum correction
(any system/size)
Works whenever GGE does and converges faster (1/L2) than GGE (1/L) as
system size, L, grows
5. Works well for systems with long-range interactions

Exact in classical limit and, moreover, captures the leading quantum correction

Exact in classical limit and, moreover, captures the leading quantum correction
Ex 1: harmonic oscillator

Exact in classical limit and, moreover, captures the leading quantum correction
Ex 2: 2-spin Gaudin magnet

Two scenarios: both spins classical or only S2

Works whenever GGE does and converges
faster (1/L2) than GGE (1/L) as system size,
L, grows
Example:
GGE exact for linear and GME for
linear & bilinear combinations of
occupation #s for any L, so consider

Works well for systems with long-range
interactions. Likely exact in
limit,
since dynamics becomes effectively classical
Example:

Canonical order parameters:
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